Abstract. Communication positioning has a significant application in modern life. The positioning of communication terminals is divided into two categories: outdoor localization and indoor localization. At present, many researchers are limited to the pursuit of positioning accuracy, so they rarely carry out a comprehensive study, such as the positioning objects, environmental construction and data acquisition etc., which leads to a reduction in the value of the applications. In the paper, our research object is based on the education robot, whose active scenario is indoor, using WiFi fingerprint positioning technology, Aps layout and RSS data acquisition and process under the offline environment, which facilitates the further research about online stage in the later. In the study, the APs were arranged in a regular hexagonal honeycomb, rational use and clustering signals, which solves the strong interference between APs and improves the usability of the signals.
Introduction
The positioning of communication terminals, mainly for smart phones, children's watches (with telephone and positioning functions), laptops and other portable communication devices. The positioning of other large devices are mainly reflected in the aircraft, automobiles , ships and so on. Most of them uses outdoor positioning methods, and location determination is normally accomplished by using the Global Positioning System (GPS) [1] , BeiDou Navigation Satellite System(BDS) and other outdoor positioning systems. Many indoor location technologies have been promoted such as RFID, WiFi and Bluetooth [2] , WiFi access points (APs), and used to provide coverage for an assigned area [3] and services for terminals.
With the advancement of educational information technology in China, China has increased investment in the research of artificial intelligence, for education robot is the most representative of an educational application of information technology, which can allow the robot to be able to move freely in the indoor scenario, to achieve self-positioning, to find "Where am I? [4] ", and what's more to allow robots to achieve "What can I do for you? " [5] .
Many people use GPS outside, but GPS also has some flaws, such as signals are easily blocked by buildings, time delay is long, positioning accuracy is not accurate and so on, BDS also have these shortcomings. Because the activities of education robot is mainly in the building interior classrooms, conference rooms and exhibition hall and other scenarios, the limitations of indoor activities of GPS and BDS are on the exposed. China put forward the wisdom of the city, and under the premise of the wisdom of the campus, more and more universities, secondary schools and primary schools began the construction of the campus wireless network to achieve the seamless coverage of campus WiFi, which made the positioning of education robot convenient.
Positioning of the target object can be used in different ways, different techniques like Time of Arrival (ToA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA), Angle of Arrival (AoA) [6] the measurement of distance is based on the time of the electric wave propagation, that is to say distance equals time multiplied by speed. The advantage of these two methods is that the positioning accuracy is relatively high, but the time synchronization and accuracy requirements are higher, which brings difficulty to the time threshold judgment, and the equipment cost is also high.
Received Signal Strength (RSS) have been used for LBS [7] , because there are a lot of relative software can realize the acquisition of WiFi wireless signal, and the software has a certain analysis function, such as inSSIDer and wirelessmon, and it is possible to realize the RSS acquisition of the WiFi wireless signal, whose principle is the WiFi signal attenuation and distance relationship to obtain the terminal position.
A large number of literatures in the books and magazines on the positioning of the research are mainly on the pursuit of positioning accuracy, they improved the positioning accuracy by means of positioning algorithm, and rarely concentrated on the specific service object (education robot) and WiFi Received Signal Strength of scenario analysis behavior research. This paper mainly solves the behavior research of WiFi fingerprint positioning indoor environment construction, including the construction of WiFi fingerprint location environment platform, the layout method of APs, the method of data collection and other behavior research. Avoid the one-sided pursuit of WIFI positioning accuracy and can provide practical technical guidance for engineers and technicians.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, mainly introduces the experimental environment and platform construction. In Section 3, According to the experimental behavior we conduct a comprehensive analysis. In Section 4, the conclusions of our work and some future directions are given.
Experimental Environment Testbed
National Engineering Research Center for E-Learning (CCNU_NERCEL) in the field of educational information is in the forefront of our country. At present, researchers have developed the first, second and third generation of education robots. This three-generation education robots not only have some basic functions, including walking, obstacle avoidance, positioning and navigation, but also they can answer the primary school mathematics problems, and perform a variety of human-computer interaction. As the main function of the three generation education robot is reflected in the intelligent solution, for positioning and navigation are auxiliary function. In order to facilitate the collection of offline WiFi fingerprint data in this experiment, we use a laptop computer instead of an education robot. In the laptop install, the wireless signal receiving inSSIDer software, which also can simultaneously monitor multiple APs signals, and achieve RSS data acquisition of Aps through a good analysis interface.
In this experiment, we used 360 secure routing Mini router, in the experimental site we layout of the 4 same model 360 Mini routers, the analogue education robot's laptop is Dell Studio, at the same time, the laptop is placed on the third-generation education robot to carry out the exercise test, RSS signal filtering and acquisition software is inSSIDer, scenario drawing software is autoCAD2008, signal processing and mapping software is MATLAB, the experiment also need hand-written labels, tape and other auxiliary materials.
Experimental Scenarios
Due to the development of the education robot activities in the classroom, exhibition hall and other indoor scenarios, the experimental site selection in the third floor of the CCNU_NERCEL. The structure of the scenario and APs are shown in Fig.2 . CCNU NERCEL consists of a Future Classroom 301, a Laboratory 302, a seminar room and an exhibition hall, in the laboratory 301 door layout AP1, the purpose is to provide a good positioning service for education robots in the corridor, along the corridor direction at the bottom of the seminar room layout AP2, it can provide positioning services for the seminar room and corridor, AP1 and AP2 interval is 24 meters, no obstacle, but often there will be people move, AP3 and AP2 layout perpendicular to the AP1 and AP2, AP2 distance AP3 is 6.9 meters, the two walls spacing of 9 meters, AP4 layout on the wall of the stairs, AP4 and AP2, AP3 to form an equilateral triangle, AP2, AP3, AP4 spacing of 6.9 meters, four APs from the floor height are 1 meter, Keep the Aps and the education robot (design height 1 meter) on the same horizontal plane.
Offline phase, RSS data acquisition is divided into two regions, including corridors and seminar room. The distance from AP1 to AP2 is 24 (18 + 6) meters, the corridor length is 18 meters, the width is 1.53 meters, the seminar room is 6 meters wide and 9 meters long, the area is 6 × 9 = 54 square meters. Building structure includes glass doors, glass windows, vertical lift elevators and stairs and other structures. As shown in Fig.2 .
Experiment and Data Analysis Site Survey
In order to ensure the rational layout of the site, and the education robot can obtain the signal, we firstly carry out site survey and layout of the site, under the premise of taking into account the stability of the signal, and avoiding placing Aps in the glass door to prevent mutual interference between APS signals, whose purpose is to improve radio propagation robustness.
Making Grids
Taking into account the particularity of the experimental scenario, we divided the 18 meters long corridor into 18 cells. In the rectangular seminar room, 6 meters wide and 9 meters long, to establish 54 cells. In each cell, the establishment of 1 meter spacing label grid, grid layout shown in Fig.3 
RSS Acquisition
Education robot mainly is in indoor activities, taking the classroom, the seminar room, the conference room, the exhibition hall and the corridor as the main activity place. In order to better realize the scenario layout, the RSS signal acquisition site is divided into two parts: corridor and seminar room.
In this experimental site, the Laptop can receive CCNU and NERCEL and other wireless routing signals, but these signals are unstable, easy to be influenced by external factors, such as sunlight and weather and so on, thus it's not suitable for education robot positioning. In order to provide high-quality positioning signal source, in the realization of the full coverage of the case, we purchased four mini-wireless routers with the same model, and set the related parameters. These routers were numbered (AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4), layout as shown in Fig.3 .
In order to carry out targeted selection of the signal, inSSIDer filtering is adopted in this experiment to eliminate the unstable external WiFi interference signals, just the AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4 displayed in the laptop software interface to ensure that the software interface clean, easy to observe and signal acquisition.
During the RSS acquisition experiment, First layout and number of APs, installation and commissioning of the wireless routers, and the experimental site for labeling, as shown in figure  Fig. 3 . Signal acquisition area is divided into corridor and seminar room.
Corridor. September 8, 2016 8:00, began to acquire Corridor RSS signal, 9:00 end, the day was fine. Put the laptop on the third generation of education robot platform, maintain constant motion, when the education robot arrives at the signal acquisition tag point, it stops and acquires the RSS data of each point Aps, do a good job of storage and processing.
Data acquisition starts at number 23 and ends with number 06, each AP acquisition of 5 RSS data, the data acquisition time interval is 1 second, each cell collects RSS data of 4 APs, and 20 signal samples are obtained for each cell. The fingerprint of the corridor RSS signal is shown in Fig.4 After the signal is processed by the average value, we observed the fingerprint and found that the AP1 signal in the corridor is not very stable, Signal strength varies greatly, when the distance between education robot and AP1 reaches 4m, the signal strength has great attenuation, AP2, AP3 and AP4 signals have similar situation. When the education robot reaches the 10-meter position, the AP1 signal is strengthened, Education robot receives the reflected signal of the glass door, resulting in the 10-meter position AP1 received signals appear direct and reflected signal superposition, there has been enhanced.
Seminar room. September 20, 2016 14:00 began to acquire seminar room RSS signal, 17:00 end. Data acquisition and processing methods are the same as Corridor, In Fig.5 , the distance of the education robot from the AP2 wall is denoted by Y1 to Y6, that is to say, Y1=1m, Y2=2m, Y3=3m, Y4=4m, Y5=5m and Y6=6m. Distance (m) in the graph the horizontal axis 1 to 9 represent the inter-axis distance from the number 00 ~ 05 to 80 ~ 85, the length of the cell is 1 meter and the total length is 9 meters, this is 54 square meters of seminar room.
In Fig.5 , the education robot moves from left to right, and the distance between the education robot and the AP1 begins to increase, the robot's movement lead to RSS signal fading, which is a trend, but also some point is big fluctuations, during the move some points have big fluctuation, such as Y6 on the vertical axis 2 and Y4 on the vertical axis 4 have some large fluctuation points, RSS signal enhancement is due to the education robot platform to collect the reflection and direct signal superposition result, human and objects can also lead to rapid attenuation of signals, In the education of robot positioning training, these data are not desirable, and can be understood as dead pixels. In the fingerprint map construction, we can refer to the left and right of the two critical points, take the middle value to instead of dead pixels, which is conducive to reducing fluctuation. In Fig.6 , signal is relatively stable, because the AP2 layout is in the bottom right corner of the grid number 10, when the education robot moves from left to right, the strength of the received signal is gradually increasing, when the education robot reaches the lower right corner of the AP2 point number 10, the signal is the strongest, from the left to the right signals gradually fading, this is a general trend observed from Fig.6 . However, there are also some dead pixels, the cause and also the signal received by the impact of other external factors to enhance the overlay or block attenuation, the reason is that the signal received by other external factors, resulting in the superposition of enhanced or obscured attenuation.
In Fig.7 , the AP3 layout in the upper right corner of the number 70, during training, education robot movement direction from left to right, when the education robot moved to the AP3, the signal strength has gradually increased trend, but the signal changes smoothly, we also find that the Y6 signal intensity variation is abnormal, according to the analysis of the experimental site, at number 3, the signal strength varies greatly, because there is a King Tower, when the robot movement to the vicinity of the King Tower, resulting in the number 3 and number 4 position of the signal there are different degrees of attenuation, there is also a great change in number 9, the signal attenuation of Y6 is very big, analysis of the reasons, during the training period just someone watching, resulting in the signal is blocked by him, RSS quickly decay. In Seminar Room, AP4 signal is blocked by Tower King, not suitable for positioning, here is no longer analysis.
